Helps customers to be more cost-effective, compliant and secure by
delivering integrated and optimized security for virtual data centers
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Features and Beneﬁts

security tools. IBM Virtual Server

approach to IT, and physical server

Enforces dynamic security wherever

Security for VMware transparently
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VMs are deployed

inspects VMs to detect installation of
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defense-in-depth approach to enter
Inter-VM Traffic Analysis
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While traditional host and network intru
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Provides multilayered intrusion pre
vention and ﬁrewall to offer
defense-in-depth, visible security
Enforces automatic VM discovery in
order to reduce VM sprawl
Provides VM rootkit detection and
virtual infrastructure auditing
Offers inter-VM traffic analysis
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Offers dashboard visibility into the
virtual host OS and the virtual net
work to identify vulnerabilities
Enables network-level workload
isolation
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for VMware.
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solutions. Whether a physical 1U appli
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ance or a piece of software installed on
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a virtual machine, IBM solutions are

tracking user access. IBM offers a com

backed by the same security intelli
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Reduces system administrator
workload with automatic protec
tion, discovery and assessment
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Leverages IBM Virtual Patch®
technology to automatically protect
vulnerabilities on virtual servers
regardless of patch strategy

Internet threats. In addition to providing
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For more information
To learn more about IBM Virtual Server
Security for VMware, please contact
your IBM representative or
IBM Business Partner, or visit the
following Web site:
ibm.com/services/security
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